
RADOS - Bug #41677

Cephmon:fix mon crash

09/06/2019 05:34 AM - shuguang wang

Status: Resolved % Done: 0%

Priority: Normal Spent time: 0.00 hour

Assignee:    

Category:    

Target version:    

Source:  Affected Versions:  

Tags:  ceph-qa-suite:  

Backport:  Component(RADOS): Monitor

Regression: No Pull request ID: 30200

Severity: 3 - minor Crash signature (v1):  

Reviewed:  Crash signature (v2):  

Description

Reduction num of osd in primary mon of three node cluster, the primary mon crash of occasional.

History

#1 - 09/06/2019 08:42 AM - shuguang wang

The osd have been reduced, but reported anomaly information for partner OSD Previously. However, failure_info of this is osd not deleted, the

get_addr will trigger a assert  when check_failure is called  because this osd is not exist in osdmap.

#2 - 09/06/2019 08:43 AM - shuguang wang

shuguang wang wrote:

Reduction num of osd in primary mon of three node cluster, the primary mon crash of occasional.

 

The osd have been reduced, but reported anomaly information for partner OSD Previously. However, failure_info of this is osd not deleted, the

get_addr will trigger a assert when check_failure is called because this osd is not exist in osdmap

#3 - 09/06/2019 08:45 AM - Kefu Chai

- Status changed from New to Fix Under Review

- Pull request ID set to 30200

- Component(RADOS) Monitor added

#4 - 09/06/2019 09:50 AM - shuguang wang

- File core1.png added

shuguang wang wrote:

Reduction num of osd in primary mon of three node cluster, the primary mon crash of occasional.!!!!
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#5 - 09/18/2019 10:52 AM - Kefu Chai

@shuguang what is the exact version of ceph-mon? i cannot match the backtrace with the source code of master HEAD.

#6 - 06/04/2020 12:17 AM - Neha Ojha

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Resolved

Fixed as a part of https://tracker.ceph.com/issues/41680.
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